The Spirit moves in marvelous ways - Ode to Ellington
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\[ \text{Soprano} \]

1st verse: Instrumental - Sax on melody

\[ \text{Alto} \]

2nd verse: SATB + Sax in unison on tune (in soprano)

\[ \text{Tenor} \]

3rd verse: Instrumental/Piano solo improv

\[ \text{Bass} \]

4th verse: SATB in harmony

\[ \text{Men - Ctpt (4th time only)} \]

5th verse: SATB in harmony

\[ \text{Alto Sax} \]

6th verse: SATB + Sax in unison on tune (in soprano)

\[ \text{Piano/Bass} \]
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COME OUT AND PLAY... IT MOVES WHEN WE CAN'T FIND OUR WAY. THE SPIRIT MOVES IN...

(CTPT) WHERE IT CAN COME OUT AND PLAY!

THE SPIRIT MOVES! MOVES!

MARVELOUS WAYS. THE SPIRIT MOVES IN MARVELOUS WAYS. SO LET US OPEN UP OUR HEARTS WITH...

Cº (head voice)